Objectives : Magical ideation refers to belief in forms of causation that by conventional standards are invalid, and is considered to be one of prodromal psychotic symptoms in schizophrenia. This study aimed to investigate the relationship between magical ideation and eye gaze pattern in patients with schizophrenia. Methods : Eye gaze data were recorded in 23 patients with schizophrenia and 23 healthy controls while performing the reality evaluation task, in which participants should judge the realness of real or unreal pictures.
조현병 환자에서 현실평가 중 시선 양상의 이상과 마술적 사고와의 관계
Examples of stimuli and analysis in the reality evaluation task. Real pictures were composed of objects (e.g., human, animal, house, furniture) with appropriate backgrounds, while unreal pictures were composed of distorted objects with appropriate backgrounds or of intact objects with inappropriate backgrounds (A). The area of interest (AOI) was defined as the main object in the real or unreal pictures (B). Examples of gaze distribution in the patient and control group were displayed in the heat map (C), which shows fixation counts related to the color scale between blue (less counts) and red (most counts). 중심 단어：시선·마술적 사고·현실평가·조현병·시각적 주사.
